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Abstract: The purpose of Supervisory Control of the system, considered as Discrete Event Systems (SED), is to synthesize an optimal 

and non-blocking controller. Indeed, the specifications of the SED are generally declined in forbidden states that must be avoided. Our 

work consisted in finding a structural synthesis approach based on the determination of the adequate admissible constraints stresses for 

the Petri net (PN) invariant method. The closed-loop system model (SED) is obtained by synchronous product of elementary PNs. First, 

we used the computational power of the Kumar algorithm based on finite state automata to determine the constraints related to 

forbidden states. But, exploration of the PN marking graph is laborious. This is what led us second, to represent the reachable marking 

graph by its transition matrix. The coding of this matrix, according to the state specification, allowed us to separate the states and 

identify the states relevant to the synthesis of a controller. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The initial theory of supervisory control based on the finite 

state automata permits to synthesize a controller, whose role 

is to impose the respect of the constraints defined by the 

specification [1]. But, the lack of structure and the 

combinatorial explosion of states [2], limit the development 

of simple and efficient synthesis methods for industrial [3]. 

One of the solutions is the use of Petri nets (PNs) which have 

a great similarity with automata [4] with a large class of 

languages [5]. Several formal approaches have been 

developed. For example: the theory of regions [6], the 

Holloway theory [7] and the approach based on the colored 

and labeled PN [8]. However, they are complex and partially 

structural. But the approach, based on markings invariant [9], 

is simple and efficient if the adequate set of admissible 

constraints is provided [10]. However, the existence of 

uncontrollable events, which the controller cannot forbid, 

poses a controllability problem. More, additional forbidden 

states can be generated by the structural synchronization of 

system PNs [11]. 
 

Our work is to propose a strategy for the determination of 

adequate admissible constraints to ensure the optimality of 

the controller compute by PN markings invariant [12]. Thus, 

the transition from synthesis to implementation will be 

systematic and simple [13]. To achieve our goal, we will 

consider the labeled PN class (Section II) to express the 

specification as states or sequences of forbided events [14]. 

First, we used the power of Kumar's Algorithm [2] to 

determine constraints related to forbidden states. But, 

exploration of the PN marking graph is laborious. This led us 

to secondly to represent the closed-loop system PN marking 

graph by its transition matrix (Section IV). The coding of the 

transition matrix [15], according to the specification, allowed 

us to separate the states of the marking graph and to identify 

the states relevant to the synthesis of a controller. 

 

2. Modelization by Petri Net  
 

The class of labeled PNs are connected to automata in the 

sense that they explicitly represent the transition function and 

offer the possibility of conditioning the firing of a transition 

to the occurrence of an event [16]; [17]. 

 

Definition 1. A labeled Petri net (ℓ-PN) defined on the 

alphabet E is a structure R = (N, E) with N = (P, T, W
-
, W

+
, ℓ, 

M0) where: P is a finished set of place; T is a finite set of 

transitions; E is the set of events associated with transitions; 

W
- 
and W

+  
the incidence matrices of N indexed by P x T ℕ; 

ℓ : T → E  is the labeling function of transitions. A sequence 

of transitions is  = t1t2 . . . tm T* where ℓ 
 
(σ) = ℓ (t1) ℓ (t2) . 

. . ℓ (tm) ; M0 : P ℕ is the initial marking. 
 

Example: Consider a system consisting of two machines and 

a robot (Figure 1). The machine M1 manufactures type I 

parts and the machine M2 manufactures parts of type II. 

When the machine Mi has finished it’s machining 

(uncontrollable event f_USi), it can be free. The robot 

transports the raw part of the stock to the free machine 

according to the production order (controllable event of_Pi). 

And when the piece is on the machine Mi (uncontrollable 

event Ps_Mi), after the end of the transport (uncontrollable 

event f_Tri), the robot returns to its initial state. 

Specifications are imposed by the robot. 

 

 
Figure 1:  Manufacturing System 

 

The following figure gives the PNs models  
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P1 M1_libre t1 of_P1 

P2 TR1 (Transport Robot-

M1) 

t2 f_TR1 

P3 Pièce sur M1 t3 Ps_M1 

P4 US1 (usinage M1) t4 f_US1 

P5 Robot libre t5 of_P2 

P6 M2_libre t6 f_TR2 

P7 TR2 (Transport Robot-

M1) 

t7 Ps_M1 

P8 Pièce sur M2 t8 f_US2 

P9 US1 (usinage M2)   

Figure 2: Petri Nets of system: a) Specification b) Plant 

 

2.1 Synchronous Product of Petri Nets  

 

Let R1= (N1, E1), N1 = (P1, T1, W
-
1, W

+
1, ℓ1, M10), defined on 

E1 and R2= (N2, E2), N2 = (P2, T2, W
-
2, W

+
2, ℓ2, M20), defined 

on E2. The synchronous product of R1 and R2, designated R 

=R1R2, is defined on the alphabet E, such that: 

P = P1∪P2 ; T = T1∪T2-T12 with  T12 := {tiT1 tjT2 such 

that ℓ(ti) = ℓ (tj)} ; W
- 
(p, t): = {W

-
1(p, t) si pP1 or W

-
2(p, t) 

si pP2} ; W
+
(p, t): = {W

+
1(p, t) if pP1 or W

+
2(p, t) if 

pP2} ; M0(p) ={M10(p) if pP1 or M20(p) si  pP2} ; ℓ:= 

TE is defined for any tT  by  
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The synchronous product of the example makes it possible to 

obtain the closed-loop control of the system, R= RPRS.. 

 

 
Figure 3: PN model of the closed-loop system 

2.2 Reachable Marking graph of the Petri Net  

 

The dynamics of the PNs is it that from the initial marking 

M0, one can reach, via the occurrence of a sequence of 

events, a marking Mk, calculated by the fundamental equation 

Mk= M0 + W
T
; W is the PN incidence matrix        (1)   

 

Simply noted M0 [Mk   

The set of accessible markings M is the the state space A(R, 

M0) and can be represented as a reachable marking graph, if 

the PNs finite (Olive, 2011). 

A(R, M0) = {MkE*, M0 [Mk}                   (2)                                                                                                                     

Definition 2. The reachable marking graph is a 4-tuple G = 

{M, E, , M0} where :M = A(R, M0), is the (finite) set of 

states; E is the set of events associated with the transitions 

; : M x E  M is the state transition function; M0 M is the 

initial state. 
 

The reachable marking graph of the PN of Figure 2 is the 

follow    

 
Figure 4:   Marking graph of PN of Fig. 2 

 

2.3 Petri Net Languages  

 

A labeled PN (ℓ-PN) can define languages generated and 

accepted with a regular expression (Hopcroft et al., 2007) 

 

Definition 3. Let L(R) be the language generated by R = (N, 

E) on the alphabet E, then there exists a marking graph G 

with a language L(G),  , such as: 

L(R) = L(G) ={ ∈ E* | M0 [σMk}, with  T*E*         (3)                                                        
 

Definition 4. Let us consider the labeled PN (ℓ-PN) R which 

recognizes the language L(R). Let F be the set of final states, 

which correspond to the achievement of a certain objective. 

The accepted language Lm(R) is 

Lm(R) = {σ E* | (Mk F); M0σMk} ⊆ L(R)          (4) 
 

The language generated by R from any state Mk is 

L(R, Mk) = {E* |  Mk et  L(R)}                (5)  
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3. Supervisory Control Methods  
 

3.1 Wonham and Ramadge Theory: Kumar’s Algorithm  

 

The theory initiated by Wonham and Ramadge (Ramadge & 

Wonham, 1983) enables to synthesize a maximal permissive 

controller (Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008) from the Kumar 

algorithm (Kumar, 1991). 

Let P and Sspec be the automata models of the plant and 

specification of system, the Kumar algorithm permits to 

check the controllability of the specification language 

L(Sspec). The algorithm is based on the following 4 steps: 

 

 Step 1. Build synchronous product D of P and Sspec, that is,  

D = P ||Sspec.  

 Step 2. Determine the forbidden states: any state of D such 

that there exists an uncontrollable event defined in P but 

not defined in Sspec. 

 Step 3. Determine weakly forbidden states: any state of D 

that is not a forbidden state and such that there is an 

uncontrollable sequence of events that leads to a forbidden 

state. 

 Step 4. Remove from D the set of forbidden states also, the 

weakly forbidden states and states not accessible from the 

initial state. 

 

3.2 Markings Invariant of PN Method  

 

The marking invariant is a structural property of the PN that 

is determined by the X-vectors, from: 

X
T
W = 0, where X is called P-semi-flot            (9) 

Such that X
T
= [l1 , …, li, …, ln, 1] and the deduced invariant 

is given by the relation:                                                                                                                                                                                                              

X
T
M = X

T
M0                                                 (10) 

The method makes it possible to calculate a controller based 

on the PNs  (Iordache & Antsaklis, 2006) whose role is to 

force the SED to respect constraints of the type: 




)(
1

i

n

i

i PMl                             (11) 

Inequality of this type can be transformed into equality by 

adding a positive integer variable M(PC),  




)()(
1

Ci

n

i
i PMPMl                (12)                                                                            

The incidence matrix of the SED under control, W, is 

composed of two matrices: WR and WC. The arcs connecting 

the places of controller with the transitions of PN of the 

closed loop system R are computed by the markings invariant 

equation (eq.10). Constraints are written in matrix form: 

 LMR + MC =  b                                  (13)                                                                                        

And the marking invariant must satisfy: 

  RC

C

RT LWW
W

W
ILWX 








 0            (14)                                                                                          

The initial marking of the PN controller, MC0,   can be 

calculated from the equation: 

LMR0 + MC0 = b  MC0 = b - LMR0           (15)  

 

                                                                 

4. Controller Synthesis from Adequate 

Admissible Constraints   
 

4.1 Determination of Admissible Constraints by Kumar’s 

Algorithm 

 

Consider the specification of our example: the robot is 

transporting the part to the machine M1, and the machine M2 

has already started and arrived at the end of the machining. In 

this state (M11 = P2P9) it is necessary for the robot to come to 

transport a new part to M2. Since this is not the case, 

production is slowed down. It is therefore a forbidden state 

that must never be reached. 

 

Definition 5: Let TuT be the set of transitions associated 

with the uncontrollable events of R= RPRS, a state MkA(R, 

M0) is forbidden if there is an uncontrollable transition that is 

allowed by M in RP, , but not allowed by M in RS . 

 

On the other hand, if the structural synchronization (Figure 2) 

is performed via uncontrollable events it can generate 

additional forbidden states: 

 The forbidden border States, MB, corresponding to weakly 

forbidden states accessible by occurrence of controllable 

events. 

 The set of critical admissible states, MAC, corresponding to 

the states from which the occurrence of controllable events 

leads to a border state. 

 

The application of Step 3 of Kumar's algorithm gives the 

forbidden border States: 

M10 = P2P8 and M13 = P1P5P9. 

These states give the following constraints: 

 

M(P2) + M(P8) ≤ 1  et M (P1) + M(P5) + M(P9) ≤ 2 

 

The associated constraint vector is: 









100010001

010000010
L  

The incidence matrix of PN, R= RPRS is : 



















































11000000

01100000

00110000

10010000

00110001

00001110

00000110

00000011

00001001

RW  

The incidence matrix of controller is:  













11111002

01100011
RC LWW    

The initial state of the PN, R= RPRS is:  

 TRM 0001100010   and  







2

1
b  

The initial state of the controller is:  









0

1
00 RC LMbM  
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Figure 4: PN Model of the SED under supervisory 

 

4.2 Determination of admissible constraint by separation 

of states of marking graph 

 

The relevant state space for the supervisory control is 

compose by admissible states MA and the forbidden states MB 

. The transition function of the marking graph G is  : M x E 

 M, to which we associate a matrix  = [ij] called a 

transition matrix defined by: 

      ij = Mi[tj                                                (16)    

The marking graph of figure 3 can be represented by a table 

 

Table 1: Transition Matrix of Marking Graph 

 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 

M0 {M1}    {M2}    

M1  {M3}       

M2         

M3   {M5}  {M4}    

M4   {M6}   {M14}   

M5    {M0} {M6}    

M6    {M2}  {M7}   

M7    {M9}   {M8}  

M8    {M13}    {M5} 

M9 {M10}      {M13}  

M10       {M11} {M14} 

M11  {M12}      {M1} 

M12   {M13}      

M13 {M11}       {M0} 

M14   {M7}      

 
The elements ij = Mi [tj of the transitions matrix can be 

injectively coded [18] according to the state specification, 

which satisfy a predicate defined 

                g : ij {0, -1}                           (17)                                                                      
These states are then identified as the elements of the set 

 

Mg = {MkMkMI, g(Mk)= -1}                 (18) 

 

The set of states allowed by the specification is the 

complement of Mg. Thus, we obtain a coded transition 

matrix A= [aij]IR
nxm

 such that: 

 

















Bk

Ik

Ak

MM if ;0

MM if ;

MM if;

ija 1

1

                                         (19)  

                                                 
 Separation of the states of the marking graph  

 

The separation consists of associating with each state Mk of 

the marking graph its forbidden set MI or admissible MA with 

respect to a set of states constituting the separation 

hyperplane, denoted H. We associate with H the decision 

function g(Mk) defined by: 

g(Mk)= + i, Mk ; i  IR et  = 0 for ℓ(t)=            (20) 

 

Such that H strictly separate MA and MI if and only if: 















n,,k

MManyfor<)M(g

MManyfor>)M(g

Ikk

Akk

0

0

0

                (21) 

If H  don’t strictly separate M, then there existe a set MH 

such that: 

MH = {Mk : g(Mk) = 0}                  (22) 

The set MH can belong either to the set of forbidden border 

states MB or to the set of critical admissible states MAC. 

 
Let the transition set T{0,1}

n
  , the firing transitions vector 

relative to the state Mk . T is a canonical basis of g(Mk). The 

transition matrix codified in this base is the matrix A(t1 …tm), 

denoted by A = [i] : 

 

g(Mk) = [aij ] [t1 …tm ]
T
Mk 

  = aij. Mk = i . Mi                                                  (23) 

As the states Mk are positif (Mi  0), the separation will 

depend on 



m

j

iji a
1

   

 i  0 : Mk is a state forbidden by the synchronization  via 

uncontrollable transitions  

 i  0 : Mk is a state admissible by the specification  

 i = 0: Mk is a state belonging to the set MH constituting the 

separation hyperplane. 

We apply this approach to the marking graph (Figure 3) of 

our example 1. The specification requires the forbidden of 

markings of the places places P2 and P9, simultaneously. The 

state M11 = P2P9 of the marking graph is a state forbidden by 

the specification. With the rule of coding of the transition 

matrix, we obtain the separation of states (Table 2). 

 

Table 2: Coding and Separation of states 

  t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 i=aij 

M0 1    1    2 

M1  1       1 

M2         x 

M3   1  1    2 

M4   1   1   2 

M5    1 1    2 

M6    1  1   2 

M7    1   1  2 

M8    1    1 2 
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M9 1      1  2 

M10       -1 1 0 

M11  -1      -1 -2 

M12   1      1 

M13 -1       1 0 

M14   1      1 

 

We have as a result: 

 Admissible states: {M0, M1, M2, M4, M5, M , M8, M9, M12, 

M14} 

 Forbidden borders states: {M10, M13} MH 

 Forbidden states: M11, M2 (blocking state) 

 

The forbidden border states are identical to those determined 

by the Kumar algorithm. So the controller obtained by the 

method of invariants is idem in fig. 4. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Supervisory control of the SED is a real need in the industrial 

sector that requires a formal and adapted response to the 

implementation problem of the initial theory based on the 

finite state automata. The first approach merges the invariant 

method with the Kumar algorithm. But the ideal was to 

absolve Kumar's algorithm as much as possible in order to 

stay in the full context of the PN.  It is for this reason that we 

have proposed a simple method of separating the states of the 

marking graph, the PN analysis tool. It is based on the 

construction of the marking graph as a transition matrix. Our 

perspective is to establish an approach that defines the 

separation hyperplane as a directly exploitable constraint by 

the invariant method. 
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